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alleles persist for a long time in a population, closely linked regions tend to accumulate 48 differences between the allelic classes. Thus, the genealogies of samples linked to 49 balanced polymorphisms resemble those of structured populations, with allelic classes 50 acting as subpopulations and recombination allowing "gene flow" between these 51 subpopulations. However, when the balanced alleles at a locus are not known, samples 52 cannot be partitioned by allelic class. This makes it difficult to quantify the increased 53 wall). For neutral biallelic polymorphisms in the ancestral population, drift will fix 76 alternative alleles in the two nascent species at half of all such loci (the rest of the time 77 both species will fix the same allele). In the presence of balancing selection, 78 expectations can differ. Balancing selection may favor the maintenance of 79 polymorphism in both nascent species (resulting in 'trans-specific polymorphism'; 80 (Muirhead et al. 2002) ), or increase the chance that alternative alleles are fixed. For 81 instance, when selection varies across space, a geographic barrier is likely to create 82 two unequal ranges (i.e., areas with different proportions of habitats driving local 83 adaptation)-these unequal habitat ranges may favor dramatically different equilibrium 84 frequencies at the locally adapted loci in the nascent species. This could result in 85 selection favoring the fixation of opposite alleles in each species, sieving ancestral 86 alleles in the descendant lineages ( Figure 1A ).
87
Sieved balanced polymorphisms carry the signature of selection in the form of 88 increased sequence divergence between the descendant species. Immediately after the 89 split, the level of genetic divergence is largely determined by the diversity present in the 90 ancestral population. Formally, this can be seen in the expectation of absolute 91 divergence: E(d XY )=2μt+θ Anc (Gillespie & Langley 1979) . As the time since the species 92 split (t) approaches zero, E(d XY ) becomes approximately equal to the ancestral level of 93 diversity, θ Anc (=4N e μ for diploids, where N e is the effective population size and μ is the 94 neutral mutation rate). Initial levels of divergence are therefore strongly affected by 95 forces that affect levels of ancestral neutral diversity, such as balancing selection. In 96 regions linked to sieved balanced polymorphism, measures of divergence between 6 species (such as d XY or F ST ) reflect the divergence accumulated between allelic classes 98 both in the ancestor and since the lineages split, so sieved polymorphisms maintained 99 in the ancestor for a long time can appear as regions of elevated divergence between 100 nascent species.
101
Interestingly, this implies that balancing selection could be more readily detected 102 after speciation (as a sieved polymorphism with elevated d XY ) than in the ancestor when 103 the causal alleles are unknown (using D or π; Figure 1B ). Indeed, the signature of 104 balancing selection is expected to be twice as strong on d XY than on π at loci with alleles 105 maintained at equal frequencies in the ancestor ( Figure 1C ; see Supplement). As either 106 allele becomes rarer, the effect is more severe: when the minor allele frequency was 107 10% in the ancestor, the increase in d XY is expected to be almost ten times larger than to have started differentiating well before then (up to one million years ago; (Han et al. and size (genes ALX1 and HMGA2), are likely sieved polymorphisms. Across the nine 144 species of tree and ground finches studied, these loci have two distinct haplotype 145 classes (i.e., there is high divergence between classes and reduced divergence within 146 class, even between species) that are responsible for marked phenotypic differences 147 (blunt vs. pointed beaks, and small vs. large beaks). As a result, species pairs that have 148 fixed different haplotype classes show 'islands of divergence' at these loci. As 149 hypothesized by Han et al. (2017) , however, this beak polymorphism was probably 150 balanced in the ancestor (perhaps under negative frequency-dependent selection) and 151 was later sieved across the Galapagos (Han et al. 2017) .
152
In the freshwater threespine sticklebacks of western North America, the Eda locus 153 represents a clear example of how ancestral polymorphisms can emerge as 154 conspicuous peaks of genomic divergence. Polymorphism at Eda has been maintained 155 in marine populations for approximately two million years, and the minor allele has been 156 selected repeatedly during colonization events of glacier lakes around ten thousand 157 years ago (Colosimo et al. 2005 ). Expectedly, Eda shows dramatic differentiation 158 between marine and freshwater populations, but most of this divergence happened 159 before the invasion of the glacier lakes and is unrelated to recent processes.
160
Other types of polymorphism can also be sieved. Among these, chromosome 161 rearrangements (e.g., inversions, fusions) are of special interest for their role during 162 local adaptation. Rearrangements can evolve by capturing locally adapted alleles (Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006; Guerrero & Kirkpatrick 2014) , and established 164 rearrangements can promote further local adaptation (Navarro & Barton 2003) . 165 Moreover, balanced rearrangements (especially inversions) are usually conspicuous in 166 population genomic data (e.g., (Cheng et al. 2012; Kapun et al. 2016) ), as they typically 167 cause a dramatic reduction in recombination, which in turn leads to much stronger 168 population subdivision compared to other balanced polymorphisms (Guerrero et al. 169 2012; Guerrero & Kirkpatrick 2014) . Due to their role in local adaptation and their large 170 genomic footprint, rearrangements are thought to be key players in the buildup of 171 differentiation that can lead to speciation. Some chromosome inversions have in fact 172 been linked to speciation processes (e.g., in cactophilic Drosophila (Lohse et al. 2015) , 173 Mimulus (Fishman et al. 2013) ). In other cases, however, locally adapted inversions are 174 maintained as polymorphisms within a species or as trans-specific polymorphisms -175 without being involved in speciation. In the Anopheles gambiae species complex, 176 inversion 2La arose in the ancestor of six species (well before the most recent 177 speciation events) and it is still polymorphic in two of these (Fontaine et al. 2015) . This 178 inversion has been sieved at least two times, such that comparisons between species 179 fixed for alternative arrangements show increased divergence across many megabases 180 of sequence.
Model-based analyses are necessary but not sufficient, because extremely similar 269 patterns of genomic divergence can be generated by alternative models of speciation.
270
In fact, biologically significant differences between speciation models are occasionally 271 irrelevant from a theoretical standpoint (e.g., cessation of gene flow is modeled 272 identically [m=0] regardless of the mechanism behind it, whether due to hybrid 273 inviability, a geographic barrier, or other). For this reason, independent lines of evidence 274 are critical to disentangle the multiple forces at play. For instance, having a lower bound 275 on the time since speciation can allow us to determine how much ancestral 276 polymorphism is expected, since its effect is strongest in recent speciation events (i.e., 277 t < 2N e , when θ Anc accounts for more than half of E(d XY )). Using current levels of 278 polymorphism as a proxy for ancestral levels in model-based analyses will also be a 279 useful starting point in trying to understand the causes of variation in divergence levels.
280
Finally, a search for the signals of a speciation sieve applied across the many new 281 whole-genome datasets being produced may cause us to reconsider the frequency with 282 which balancing selection occurs. Figure 1 . A) Schematic of a sieved polymorphism. In the ancestor, two alleles are balanced at frequencies p and 1-p, and after speciation different alleles fix in descendant lineages. B) The increased power to detect balancing selection stems from the partitioning of the ancestral population imposed by the sieve. While π is a measure of all pairwise distances in a population (left), d XY compares only samples from different allelic classes (right). C) The ratio of the effect of a balanced polymorphism on diversity (Δπ = π -π o , where π o is the baseline diversity) and on divergence (Δd XY = d XY -d o , and d o = π o ) increases as the minor allele becomes rare. As the time since the origin of the polymorphism increases, the ratio converges to the inverse of the expected heterozygosity, i.e., 1/2p(1-p) .
Figure 2.
Distributions of absolute and relative divergence (d XY and F ST ) for genomes under two scenarios of recent speciation (1000 generations ago, population size N=10 4 for each species). In each scenario, genomes have two types of regions. On the left, regions experience differential gene flow since the split: while in most of the genome (in light orange, m=0.0001) gene flow prevents divergence, in "speciation islands" (in purple, m=0) there is a slight increase in F ST . On the right, there is no gene flow after speciation, but some regions are tightly linked to a sieved polymorphism (in pink; balanced locus is at r=10 -5 from the simulated region, originated t b = 10 4 generations ago, stable at frequency of ½ in ancestor, alternative alleles are fixed in descendants). We simulated the genealogy for a sample of 20 chromosomes drawn from each species (10 5 coalescent simulations for each type of genomic region, a 10 Kb non-recombining segment with μ=10 -8 ).
